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ABSTRACT
Linguistic steganography is a form of covert communication using natural language to conceal
the existence of the hidden message, which is usually achieved by systematically making
changes to a cover text. This paper proposes a linguistic steganography method using word
ordering as the linguistic transformation. We show that the word ordering technique can be
used in conjunction with existing translation-based embedding algorithms. Since unnatural
word orderings would arouse the suspicion of third parties and diminish the security of the
hidden message, we develop a method using a maximum entropy classifier to determine the
naturalness of sentence permutations. The classifier is evaluated by human judgements and
compared with a baseline method using the Google n-gram corpus. The results show that
our proposed system can achieve a satisfactory security level and embedding capacity for the
linguistic steganography application.
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1

Introduction

Linguistic steganography is a form of covert communication using natural language to conceal
the existence of the hidden message so that the very act of communication is undetectable
to an outside observer (human or computer) (Fridrich, 2009). In other words, the covert
communication would fail if an outside observer is suspicious of the existence of the hidden
message. Note that the outside observer here is not the recipient; the recipient needs to expect to
receive a hidden message in order to extract it. (Consider the scenario of covert communication
between political activists, where the observer is a government “listening” agency, for example.)
In order to embed messages, a cover text must provide information carriers that can be modified
to represent the secret. For example, a lexical substitution-based stegosystem substitutes
selected words (the information carriers) with their synonyms so that the concatenation of the
bitstrings represented by the synonyms is identical to the secret. Note that an unmodifiable
text cannot carry information. Ideally the changes made to the text must be imperceptible,
resulting in a high security level. In addition, an ideal linguistic steganography scheme should
allow sufficient embedding capacity to achieve efficient information transmission, resulting in a
large payload capacity. There is a fundamental trade-off between security and payload since
any attempt to embed additional information is likely to increase the chance of introducing
anomalies into the text, thus degrading the security level.
Existing studies have exploited different linguistic transformations for the application of
steganography, such as lexical substitution (Chapman and Davida, 1997; Bolshakov, 2004; Taskiran et al., 2006; Topkara et al., 2006c; Chang and Clark, 2010b), phrase paraphrasing (Chang
and Clark, 2010a), sentence structure manipulations (Atallah et al., 2001a,b; Liu et al., 2005;
Meral et al., 2007; Murphy, 2001; Murphy and Vogel, 2007b; Topkara et al., 2006b), semantic
transformations (Atallah et al., 2002; Vybornova and Macq, 2007) and text translation (Grothoff
et al., 2005; Stutsman et al., 2006; Meng et al., 2011). These transformations often rely on
sophisticated NLP tools and resources. For example, a lexical substitution-based stegosystem
may require synonym dictionaries, POS taggers, word sense disambiguation tools and language
models; a syntactic transformation-based stegosystem may require syntactic or semantic parsers
and language generation tools. However, given the current state-of-the-art, such NLP techniques
cannot guarantee the transformation’s imperceptibility. Hence it is important to evaluate the
security level of a stegosystem.
The security assessment methods used so far can be classified into two categories: automatic
evaluation and human evaluation. Topkara et al. (2006b) and Topkara et al. (2006a) used
Machine Translation (MT) evaluation metrics BLEU and NIST, automatically measuring how
close a stego sentence is to the original. Topkara et al. (2006b) admitted that MT evaluation
metrics are not sufficient for evaluating stegosystems; for example, BLEU relies on word
sequences in the stego sentence matching those in the cover sentence and thus is not suitable for
evaluating transformations that change the word order significantly. The other widely adopted
evaluation method is based on human judgements. Meral et al. (2007), Kim (2008), Kim (2009)
and Meral et al. (2009) asked subjects to edit stegotext for improving intelligibility and style.
The fewer edit-hits a transformed text received, the higher the reported security level. Murphy
and Vogel (2007b) and Murphy and Vogel (2007a) first asked subjects to rate the acceptability
(in terms of plausibility, grammaticality and style) of the stego sentences on a seven-point scale.
Then subjects were provided with the originals and asked to judge to what extent meaning was
preserved on a seven-point scale. Chang and Clark (2010a) asked subjects to judge whether a
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paraphrased sentence is grammatical and whether the paraphrasing retains the meaning of the
original. In our work, we also use human judgements to evaluate the proposed stegosystem
as this is close to the linguistic steganography scenario. Note that it is hard to compare the
security level of different systems since there are no standard methods to measure the security
(imperceptibility) of a linguistic steganography system.
The other aspect of the stegosystem evaluation is to calculate the amount of data capable of
being embedded in a stego text, which can be quantified in terms of bits per language unit, for
example per word or per sentence. Payload measurements can be theoretical or empirical. The
theoretical payload measurement only depends on an encoding method and is independent
of the quality of a stego text; whereas the empirical measurement takes the applicability of a
linguistic transformation, namely the security of a stego text, into consideration and measures
the payload capacity while a certain security level is achieved. Most of the payload rates
reported in existing work are based on empirical measurements.
For the lexical substitution transformation, Topkara et al. (2005) and Topkara et al. (2006c)
achieved an average embedding payload of 0.67 bits per sentence. The payload attained by
syntactic transformations was around 0.5 to 1.0 bits per sentence (Atallah et al., 2001b; Topkara
et al., 2006b; Meral et al., 2009). Since the ontological semantic transformation is currently
impractical, the empirical payload is not available. Another semantic method (Vybornova and
Macq, 2007) achieves a payload of 1 bit per sentence. Stutsman et al. (2006) showed that their
translation-based stegosystem has a payload of 0.33 bits per sentence.
In this paper, we exploit word ordering as the linguistic transformation. A cover sentence is first
used to provide a bag-of-words as input to the Zhang et al. (2012) word ordering realisation
system. The generated permutations provide alternatives to the original and thus the cover
sentence can play the role of an information carrier. However, not all the permutations are
grammatical and semantically meaningful. To solve this problem we train a Maximum Entropy
classifier (Berger et al., 1996) to distinguish natural word orders from awkward wordings, and
evaluate the classifier using human judgements. Note that the proposed maximum entropy
classifier is trained to classify sentence-leval naturalness and thus, it is possible that even
individual natural sentences might lead to an unnatural document. Modeling the documentlevel coherence of modified text would be useful but is outside the scope of our study. In
addition, we review some translation-based stegosystems and show that the word ordering
transformation can be used with the existing translation-based embedding algorithms. For
readers unfamiliar with linguistic steganography, Chang and Clark (2010a) present the general
linguistic steganography framework and describe several existing stegosystems using different
linguistic transformations.
A contribution of this paper is to create a novel link between word ordering realisation and
linguistic steganography. The various permutations provide a possible covert channel for secret
communication. To our knowledge, this is the first linguistic steganography system using
word ordering as the transformation. In addition, we propose a maximum entropy classifier
to determine the naturalness of a permutation. The collected human judgements of sentence
naturalness and the resulting classifier may be of use for other NLP applications.

2

Word Ordering-based Steganography

The general word ordering problem is to construct grammatical, fluent sentences from a set of
un-ordered input words. There have been some word ordering realisation systems that take a
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Rank
(binary)

Permutation

Secret Bitstring
s=1 s=2 s=3

1 (001)
2 (010)
3 (011)
4 (100)
5 (101)
6 (110)

In our products now there is no asbestos.
No asbestos there is now in our products.
Now in our products there is no asbestos.
There is no asbestos in our products now.
There no asbestos in our products is now.
There now is no asbestos in our products.

1
0
1
0
1
0

01
10
11
00
01
10

001
010
011
100
101
110

Figure 1: Ranked sentence permutations and their secret bits
bag-of-words as input and automatically generate permutations (Wan et al., 2009; Zhang and
Clark, 2011; Zhang et al., 2012). Any of these word ordering realisation systems can be treated
as a module integrated into the proposed secret embedding method.
For linguistic steganography, there exists a convenient modularity between the linguistic transformation and the embedding method. In other words, a secret embedding method can treat
the linguistic transformation as a black box for outputting alternatives for a given cover text.
How an alternative encodes secret bits is decided by the embedding algorithm. In the next
section, we propose an embedding method designed to use permutations from a word ordering
system as alternatives for a given cover sentence. Later, in Section 6 we show that the word
ordering technique can also be combined with existing translation-based embedding algorithms.

2.1

The Embedding Method

Before any message exchange can take place, the sender and receiver must share a word
ordering system and a method to sort a set of sentence permutations, such as alphabetical
ordering, or ordering by realisation quality scores determined by the generation system or a
language model. The sorting method must be independent of the cover sentence since the
receiver does not receive it, and only those permutations having the same length as the cover
are considered during sorting. In addition, the number of secret bits carried by a permutation
must be fixed and known by the sender and the receiver.
The sender first turns a cover sentence into a bag-of-words and then uses the pre-agreed
word ordering system to generate permutations. After eliminating permutations shorter than
the cover sentence (if any), the rest are sorted using the pre-agreed method. The rank of a
permutation in the sorted list is converted into a binary string, and the lowest s bits are the
secret bits carried by that permutation, where s is the pre-fixed payload. Figure 1 shows six
alphabetically ranked permutations and the secret bit(s) carried by them when s is equal to 1, 2
and 3. Note that, in order to embed s bits, there must be at least 2s permutations in the ordered
list; otherwise, there will be at least one desired secret bitstring not carried by any permutation.
For example, in Figure 1 secret bitstring 000 and 111 cannot be found when s is equal to 3.
Finally, the sender can choose a permutation that represents the secret bitstring as the stego
sentence.
To recover the secret bitstring, the receiver first transforms the received stego sentence into
a bag-of-words. Since we only consider permutations having the same length as the cover
during embedding, the bag-of-words obtained from the stego sentence will be identical to
that originally obtained from the cover sentence. Next, the receiver reproduces the ordered
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permutations. According to the rank of the stego sentence and the pre-agreed payload of s bits,
the receiver can extract the secret bitstring. Note that, in the proposed stegosystem, the receiver
can extract the secret without knowing the cover text.
The payload of the system is controlled by the variable s, and the security level depends on
the quality of the selected permutations. For example, although “In our products now there
is no asbestos” and “There no asbestos in our products is now” both carry secret bits “01” in
Figure 1, using the latter would significantly decrease the security level as it is an unnatural
sentence. Therefore, in Section 4.2 we develop a Maximum Entropy classifier to determine
the naturalness of a permutation which can be integrated into the stegosystem during data
embedding. Note that, in this paper, we do not investigate the document-level coherence of
stego text generated using the word ordering transformation since this requires sophisticated
knowledge of natural language semantics and pragmatics. Instead, we tackle the problem
of distinguishing the naturalness of a sentence permutation in isolation from the rest of a
document.

3
3.1

Resources
Word Ordering Realisation System

The word ordering realisation system plays a crucial role in the proposed steganography method
as it largely determines the security level and payload capacity of the stegosystem. The sender
in the proposed scheme uses the n-best list output from a word ordering system as the set of
possible alternatives for a cover sentence; so the security level largely depends on the quality of
the n-best list. In addition, the more acceptable permutations an n-best list has, the larger the
payload the stegosystem can use.
Some recent work used syntax models to certify the grammaticality of generated sentences. The
combination of permutation and syntactic modelling results in a large search space, which was
tackled using heuristic search (Wan et al., 2009; Zhang and Clark, 2011; Zhang et al., 2012).
Wan et al. (2009) use a dependency grammar to model word ordering and apply greedy search
to find the best permutation. Zhang and Clark (2011) use a syntax-based discriminative model
together with best-first search to find the highest scoring permutation plus CCG derivation.
Zhang et al. (2012) is an extension of Zhang and Clark (2011) using online large-margin
training and incorporating a large-scale language model. The three approaches are evaluated
using the generation task of word order recovery, which is to recover the original word order
from an input bag-of-words. The BLEU scores reported by Wan et al. (2009), Zhang and Clark
(2011) and Zhang et al. (2012) are 33.7, 40.1 and 43.8, respectively, on WSJ newspaper
sentences. In this paper, we use the Zhang et al. (2012) system to generate n-best permutations
for a cover sentence, but, in practice, any word ordering realisation system can be integrated
into the proposed word ordering-based stegosystem.

3.2

Human Judgement Corpus

Since not all the sentence permutations generated by the Zhang et al. (2012) system are grammatical and semantically meaningful, we develop a maximum entropy classifier to determine
the naturalness of permutations. In order to have a labelled corpus for training and testing
the classifier, we first randomly selected 765 sentences having length between 8 and 25 tokens
from sections 02-21 of the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) as the cover sentences. The
restriction on the sentence length is because a short sentence may not have enough good permu-
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Score

Explanation

1
2

Completely or largely non-fluent, and/or completely or largely lacking in meaning.
Very awkward wording, major punctuation errors, and/or logical errors, but still
possible to understand.
Slightly awkward but still relatively fluent, clear and logical; may contain slightly
awkward wording and/or minor punctuation errors.
Perfectly natural – both grammatical and semantically meaningful.

3
4

Score
3
1
1
4
1

Figure 2: Rating scale and guidelines for human evaluation
Permutation
As a price-conscious shopper, so far, Manville hasn’t bought much.
So, as a price-conscious shopper, far Manville hasn’t bought much.
Far so, as a price-conscious shopper, Manville hasn’t bought much.
So far Manville, as a price-conscious shopper, hasn’t bought much.
Far Manville, as a price-conscious shopper, so hasn’t bought much.
Figure 3: A set of five permutations rated by a subject

tations for the steganography application, and a long cover sentence increases the complexity
of finding acceptable word orders from the bag-of-words and therefore is unlikely to result in
good permutations.
For each cover sentence, we created a bag-of-words as input and generated 100 permutations
using the Zhang et al. (2012) system. For 88% of the sentences, the original cover sentence is
in the 100-best list. This not only serves as a sanity check for the realisation system, but also
means the original sentence can be used to carry secret bits without any modification.
To cut down a 100-best list for the human evaluation, we only keep five permutations that retain
the most grammatical relationships of the original cover sentence since these permutations are
more likely to convey the same meaning as the original. We parsed the cover sentences and
their permutations using a CCG parser (Clark and Curran, 2007), and calculated a dependency
F-score for each permutation by comparing the CCG predicate-argument dependencies of the
permutation and its original. For each cover sentence, the top five F-score permutations which
are different from the cover were chosen for human annotation, which results in 3,825 sentences
(765 sets of 5 permutations).
A total of 34 native English speakers were asked to judge the naturalness of the sentence
permutations on a 4-point scale. The guidelines are shown in Figure 2. The annotations were
carried out via a web interface; on each page, a subject was presented with 5 permutations
consisting of the same words, and a total of 125 permutations (25 sets) were annotated by each
subject. Figure 3 shows a set of five permutations along with the scores rated by a subject. In
order to calculate the inter-annotator agreement, 425 permutations were selected to be judged
by two annotators.
For the steganography application, those permutations rated as perfectly natural (score 4) can
achieve a high security level and are treated as positive data when training a Maximum Entropy
classifier; those permutations with scores lower than 4 are treated as negative data. After
converting the scores into a positive/negative representation, we measured the inter-annotator
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agreement on the binary labelled data using Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss et al., 2003). The resulting
kappa score of 0.54 for the data represents “moderate” agreement according to Landis and
Koch (1977). There were 47 out of the 425 agreement-measuring sentences that received
different labels after applying the positive/negative representation, for which the second author
of this paper made the definitive judgement. In the end, the collected human judgement corpus
contained 478 positive (perfectly natural) permutations and 3,347 negative examples.
According to the human judgements, 321 out of the 765 cover sentences have at least one
natural sounding permutation in the top five F-score permutations. Therefore, the upper bound
of the number of possible information carriers is roughly 42% of the cover sentences. Next,
since there are studies using automatic evaluation metrics to evaluate the security level of a
stegosystem as described in Section 1, we observe how well the BLEU score of a permutation
correlates with the human judgement. For those multi-judged sentences, an average score is
assigned. Both Pearson’s correlation coefficient and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
between the human judged scores and the BLEU scores are calculated, which are 0.10 and 0.09,
respectively, and are significant at p < 0.001. This result indicates there is little association
between the human judgement of sentence naturalness and the BLEU score, indicating the need
for a manual evaluation to determine the likely security level.

4

Sentence Naturalness Classification

According to the human judgement corpus, most of the machine-generated permutations are
not natural. In addition, as described in Section 2, the proposed secret embedding algorithm
sometimes involves choosing a permutation from a group of candidates that all encode the
same secret bit(s). Therefore, it is crucial to develop a method that can distinguish acceptable
permutations from those having awkward wordings in a word ordering-based stegosystem. It is
important to note that the checking method can take the original sentence into consideration
because the permutation selection happens at the secret embedding stage and is not needed
during the decoding. Having the cover sentence available at the checking stage is a feature we
will exploit.
A research area that relates to the proposed permutation checking method is realisation ranking
(Cahill and Forst, 2010; White and Rajkumar, 2012) where a system is given a set of text
realisations and is asked to rate each text in the set. However, in the realisation ranking task
there is no “cover text”. Since our methods require the knowledge of the original text, they
cannot be applied to the realisation ranking task.
In this section we first explain a baseline method using the Google n-gram corpus (Brants and
Franz, 2006) to check whether a particular word ordering has been used frequently on the Web.
Then we propose another approach using some syntactic features to train a Maximum Entropy
classifier (Berger et al., 1996). Both methods require a score/probability threshold to decide
the acceptability of a permutation.

4.1

Google N-gram Method

The Google n-gram corpus (Brants and Franz, 2006) contains frequency counts for n-grams
from unigrams through five-grams obtained from over 1 trillion word tokens of English Web
text collected in January 2006. Only n-grams appearing more than 40 times were kept in
the corpus. The Google n-gram corpus has been applied to many NLP tasks such as spelling
correction (Carlson et al., 2008; Islam and Inkpen, 2009), multi-word expression classification
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(Kummerfeld and Curran, 2008) and lexical disambiguation (Bergsma et al., 2009). Recently,
in Chang and Clark (2010b) and Chang and Clark (2010a) we have used the corpus to check
the text paraphrasing grammaticality and the synonym acceptability in context in our earlier
steganography systems. Therefore, we propose a baseline method similar to Chang and Clark
(2010b) and Chang and Clark (2010a) using the Google n-gram corpus to calculate a score
based on the n-gram counts before and after word ordering. The task is as follows: given a
cover sentence and corresponding permutation, decide if the permutation is acceptable. The
baseline method will do so by comparing Google n-gram counts from the two sentences.
In the Google n-gram corpus, sentence boundaries are marked by <S> and </S>, where <S>
represents the beginning of a sentence and </S> represents the end of a sentence. Both tags
are treated like word tokens during the n-gram collection. Hence, after tokenising the cover
sentence and its corresponding permutation, we add <S> and </S> tags to the beginning and
end of the sentences as shown in Figure 4. Then we extract every bi- to five-gram from the
cover sentence and the permutation. Since we are only interested in newly generated wordings
in the permutation, n-grams that appear in both the cover and the permutation are eliminated,
and the remaining n-grams and their Google n-gram frequencies are used to calculate the
score. For example, after comparing the two sentences, there are 21 n-grams from the cover
and 21 n-grams from the permutation left in Figure 4. We sum up all the logarithmic counts1
for the cover and permutation n-grams and derive SumCover and SumPermutation . The Score of a
permutation is defined as the ratio of SumPermutation and SumCover , which measures how much
the Sum varies after performing the word ordering. In the given example, the Score of the
permutation is 0.81. Similar to Chang and Clark (2010b) and Chang and Clark (2010a), a score
threshold is needed to determine the acceptability of a permutation. Even though this baseline
method is only an n-gram count comparison, Bergsma et al. (2009) show that the approach
works well for lexical disambiguation tasks and produces comparable performance to other
more complex methods.

4.2

Maximum Entropy Classifier

In addition to the baseline method, we propose a machine learning approach to classify natural
and unnatural permutations. We choose the method of maximum entropy modelling (MaxEnt
for short) because of its proven performance for NLP tasks, such as part-of-speech tagging
(Ratnaparkhi et al., 1996; Curran and Clark, 2003), parsing (Ratnaparkhi, 1999; Johnson et al.,
1999) and language modelling (Rosenfeld, 1996), and the ease with which features can be
included in the model (Ratnaparkhi, 1999). In addition, some work has shown that MaxEnt is
viable for ranking the fluency of machine generated sentences (Nakanishi et al., 2005; Velldal
and Oepen, 2006; Velldal, 2008). The concept of MaxEnt is to use observed features about
a certain event (y) occurring in the context (x) to estimate a probability model p(y|x). Its
canonical form is:
n
X
1
p( y|x) =
ex p
λi f i (x, y)
Z(x)
i=1
where Z(x) is a normalisation constant over all events in context x and λi is the weight of the
feature f i (x, y). The standard way to train a maximum entropy model is to use conditional
maximum likelihood (with a Gaussian prior for smoothing), which is equivalent to picking the
most uniform model subject to constraints on the feature expectations (Berger et al., 1996).
1

log(0) and division by zero are taken to be zero.
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Cover: <S> There is no asbestos in our products now . </S>

Permu: <S> In our products now there is no asbestos . </S>

log freq
n-gram
19.1
<S> There
11.6
asbestos in
17.6
now .
17.8
<S> There is
6.1
no asbestos in
6.0
asbestos in our
9.3
products now .
17.6
now . </S>
16.4
<S> There is no
5.1
is no asbestos in
0
no asbestos in our
0
asbestos in our products
6.8
our products now .
0
products now . </S>
4.0
<S> There is no asbestos
4.8
There is no asbestos in
0
is no asbestos in our
0
no asbestos in our products
0
asbestos in our products now
0
in our products now .
0
our products now . </S>
SumCover = 142.1

log freq
n-gram
20.3
<S> In
14.3
now there
12.0
asbestos .
15.2
<S> In our
0
products now there
13.0
now there is
6.5
no asbestos .
12.0
asbestos . </S>
6.7
<S> In our products
0
our products now there
0
products now there is
11.1
now there is no
3.7
is no asbestos .
0
no asbestos . </S>
0
<S> In our products now
0
In our products now there
0
our products now there is
0
products now there is no
0
now there is no asbestos
0
there is no asbestos .
0
is no asbestos . </S>
SumPermutation = 114.9

Figure 4: An example of the Google n-gram method
After training a maximum entropy classifier, we can calculate the probabilities of a permutation
being a natural sentence according to the feature weights. Our proposed method says that a
permutation is natural if the ratio of its naturalness probability to its unnaturalness probability
is greater than a threshold α. The threshold α controls the trade-off between precision and
recall of the maximum entropy classifier and can be decided by steganography users. The
MaxEnt implementation we used was from the Curran and Clark (2003) tagger, adapted for
classification rather than sequence tagging.
4.2.1 Features
In the formulation of MaxEnt we use, a feature f i is an “indicator function” on events which
simply indicates the presence of a feature. The first feature we included is the Levenshtein
distance (Levenshtein, 1966) which measures the minimum number of edits needed to transform
one cover sentence into its permutation, with the allowable edit operations being insertion,
deletion, or substitution. After deriving the edit distance d, an indicator “EDIST_D” becomes
the feature for that permutation, where D=blog2 dc. For example, a permutation with an edit
distance 4 and another permutation with an edit distance 5 both have the same indicator
function “EDIST_2”. In addition, if the difference between a permutation and its original
sentence is only a single word movement, we add the POS tag of the moved word to the
indicator function, so the feature becomes “EDIST_1-POS”.
The second type of feature is derived by comparing the Stanford typed dependencies (De Marneffe and Manning, 2008) of a permutation and its original sentence. The Stanford typed
dependencies provide descriptions of the grammatical relationships as well as semantically
contentful information in a sentence, which can be obtained from the Stanford parser (De Marneffe et al., 2006). The Stanford typed dependencies are triples denoting a relation between
a governor and a dependent. For example, amod(wine, red) denotes that red is an adjectival
modifier of wine, and agent(killed, spy) denotes that an agent spy is the complement of a verb
killed.
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Cover: There is no asbestos in our products now.

Permutation: Our products there is no asbestos in now.

Stanford typed dependencies:
Stanford typed dependencies:
expl(is-VBZ-2, there-EX-1)
poss(products-NNS-2, our-PRP$-1)
root(ROOT-ROOT-0, is-VBZ-2)
nsubj(asbestos-NN-6, products-NNS-2)
det(asbestos-NN-4, no-DT-3)
advmod(asbestos-NN-6, there-RB-3)
nsubj(is-VBZ-2, asbestos-NN-4)
cop(asbestos-NN-6, is-VBZ-4)
prep(asbestos-NN-4, in-IN-5)
det(asbestos-NN-6, no-DT-5)
poss(products-NNS-7, our-PRP$-6)
root(ROOT-ROOT-0, asbestos-NN-6)
pobj(in-IN-5, products-NNS-7)
prep(asbestos-NN-6, in-IN-7)
advmod(is-VBZ-2, now-RB-8)
pobj(in-IN-7, now-RB-8)
dependency indicator functions of the permutation:
P_dep_nsubj, P_deppos_nsubj_NN_NNS, P_dep_advmod, P_deppos_advmod_NN_RB, P_dep_cop,
P_deppos_cop_NN_VBZ, P_dep_root, P_deppos_root_ROOT_NN, P_dep_pobj, P_deppos_pobj_IN_RB,
R_dep_poss, R_deppos_poss_NNS_PRP$_0, R_dep_det, R_deppos_det_NN_DT_0, R_dep_prep,
R_deppos_prep_NN_IN_0

Figure 5: An example of the dependency indicator functions
We first parse a permutation and its original sentence using the Stanford parser and compare their Stanford typed dependencies. If a dependency TYPE(WORD1, WORD2) in the
permutation cannot be found in the original, two indicator functions “P_dep_TYPE” and
“P_deppos_TYPE_POS1_POS2” are added to the permutation’s feature set, where POS1 and POS2
are the POS tags of WORD1 and WORD2, respectively. If a dependency TYPE(WORD1, WORD2)
in the permutation is the same as that in the original, two indicator functions “R_dep_TYPE” and
“R_deppos_TYPE_POS1_POS2_DISTANCE” are added to the permutation’s feature set, where
POS1 and POS2 are the POS tags of WORD1 and WORD2, and DISTANCE is the difference of
the distance between the two words compared to the original. Figure 5 shows the dependency
indicator functions of the permutation “our products there is no asbestos in now”. In this example, nsubj(asbestos, products) is a newly generated relation after word ordering so two indicator
functions P_dep_nsubj and P_deppos_nsubj_NN_NNS are added to the permutation’s feature set;
poss(products, our) is a recovered relation from the original and the distance between product
and our remains the same as that in the origial so two indicator functions R_dep_poss and
P_deppos_poss_NNS_PRP$_0 are added to the permutation’s feature set.

5

Experiments and Results

We evaluate the Google n-gram method and the maximum entropy classifier using the collected
human judgements. The performance of the systems is measured in precision and recall over
the natural permutations (i.e. the positive examples in the test set). Note that the trade-off
between precision and recall implies the trade-off between security and payload capacity from a
steganography perspective. A higher precision value means that the system-passed permutations
are of high quality so using those permutations as stego sentences is unlikely to arouse suspicion;
whereas a larger recall value can be interpreted as the system making the most of natural
permutations and therefore embedding as much data as possible.

5.1

Data Sets

We divided the collected human judgement corpus described in Section 3.2 into a 2700-instance
training set, a 350-instance development set and a 775-instance test set. The development set
was mainly used for preliminary experimentation. We will present results on the development
and test sets. Note that the 425 multi-judged sentences are all included in the test set. We treat
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Training set

Development set

Test set

467
2,364

52
298

90
685

number of positives
number of negatives

Table 1: Statistics of the experimental data sets

(a) Results on the development set

(b) Results on the test set

Figure 6: Performance of the Google n-gram method

natural permutations as positives and unnatural sentences as negatives. Since the number of
negatives is 7 times more than the number of positives in the training set, we added another
131 positives annotated by the authors to the training set (but not the test set), in an attempt to
address the imbalance. Table 1 presents the statistics of the data sets.

5.2

Experiments Using Google N-gram Method

We evaluated the Google n-gram method on the development set. Figure 6(a) shows the
precision and recall curves with respect to different threshold values. The best precision
achieved by the system is 66.7% with a very low recall of 3.9% when the threshold is equal
to 1.36. Then we use the threshold 1.36 to classify positive and negative data in the test set.
The derived precision and recall values are 28.6% and 4.4%, respectively. Figure 6(b) gives the
precision and recall curves obtained by using the Google n-gram method on the test data. From
the diagram we can see that, even when a threshold 1.26 is chosen, the best precision on the
test set is only 34.8%, which is not appropriate for the steganography application since the low
precision value would result in an unnatural stego text and hence fail the secret communication
requirement.
A possible explanation of the poor performance of the n-gram baseline is that the n-gram
method might be useful for checking local word changes (e.g. synonym substitution), but not
the whole sentence rearrangement. In addition, longer n-grams are not frequently found in the
Google n-gram corpus according to our data so in these cases the n-gram method only relies on
checking the changes in lower-order n-grams, such as bi-grams or tri-grams.
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(a) Results on the development set

(b) Results on the test set

Figure 7: Performance of the maximum entropy classifier

5.3 Experiments Using Maximum Entropy Classifier
Next we train a maximum entropy classifier using sentences in the training set. Each permutation in the training set is first represented by its indicator functions and is labelled as either a
positive or a negative instance according to the human judgements. A total of 4,490 indicator
functions are extracted from the training set. Since in the training set, the ratio of positives to
negatives is about 1:5, we duplicate the positives 5 times to balance the amount of positives and
negatives in the training set. The trained 5,815 weights are used to calculate the probabilities of
a test instance being positive and negative. As mentioned in Section 4.2, the system determines
an instance as positive if:
Pn
n
n
X
X
ex p i=1 λi f i (x, posi t i ve)
Pn
> α =⇒
λi f i (x, posi t ive) −
λi f i (x, negat i ve) > l n(α)
e x p i=1 λi f i (x, negat ive)
i=1
i=1
We observe the precision and recall values of the classifier with different α values. Figure 7(a)
shows the performance of the classifier on the development set. The classifier achieves a 90%
precision with 17.3% recall when the threshold l n(α) is equal to 2.2. A precision of 100% can
be obtained by raising the threshold to 2.6 with the corresponding recall being 13.5%. Since
the inter-annotator agreement on the collected human judgements is not 100%, as shown in
Section 3.2, it is not clear whether the 90% precision achieved by the classifier really means
that the remaining 10% sentences (false positives) would be viewed as suspicious in a real
steganography setting. Therefore, we consider 90% to be a high level of precision/security.
The same classifier is then used to determine natural permutations in the test set and the l n(α)
is set to 2.2 since this setting gives a satisfactory imperceptibility and payload capacity for
the development set. The classifier achieves a precision of 93.3% and a recall of 15.6% with
the 2.2 threshold, which again provides a confident security level and reasonable embedding
capacity for the steganography application. This result is much better than the precision of
34.8% achieved by the baseline Google n-gram method. Since the training data used in our
classifier is imbalanced (the number of negatives is five times more than that of positives), the
features observed from positive data may not be enough to gain a higher recall. Therefore, we
expect the recall value can be improved using more balanced training data.
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In order to show the trade-off between precision and recall, which corresponds to the trade-off
between imperceptibility and payload capacity for the linguistic steganography application,
the precision and recall curves of the classifier on the test set are given in Figure 7(b). Note
that we are not optimising on the test set; Figure 7(b) is just a demonstration of where on
the precision-recall tradeoff a practical stegosystem might lie. In practice, the threshold value
would depend on how steganography users want to trade off security for payload.

6

Word Ordering-based Stegosystem

In this section we first review the existing translation-based stegosystems. Then we explain how
those translation-based embedding algorithms can not only work with a machine translation
system, but can also be combined with a word ordering realisation system.

6.1

Translation-based Steganography

The first translation-based stegosystem was proposed by Grothoff et al. (2005). In their method,
the sender and the receiver first agree on a set of machine translation systems that generate
multiple translations for a given cover sentence. According to the translation probabilities, the
sender then encodes each translation using Huffman coding (Huffman, 1952). Using Huffman
coding, translations with higher probability (higher quality) have shorter codes and thus are
more likely to match the secret bitstrings. After choosing translations that represent the secret
bits, both the cover text and the stegotext are sent to the receiver. To extract the message, the
receiver uses the same set of translation systems to generate translations for each cover sentence
and runs the Huffman coding algorithm. Using the stegotext, the receiver can reconstruct the
secret.
Grothoff et al. (2005) also proposed another scheme which does not require sending the original
text to the receiver. Instead of using a set of machine translation systems as the secret key, the
sender and the receiver share a hash function that transforms a sentence into a bitstring. The
sender first generates multiple translations for a given cover sentence and then hashes each
translation into a bitstring. A translation having its least significant bit as identical to the secret
bit is selected as the stego sentence. To recover the message, without knowing the original text,
the receiver only needs to compute the hash codes of the received sentences and concatenate
the lowest bits of every stego sentence. Unlike the previous method that may be able to embed
more than one bit in a translation, this embedding scheme has an upper bound of 1 bit per
sentence.
Later Stutsman et al. (2006) improved the payload capacity of the hash function embedding
scheme by introducing a header (h bits) to indicate that b bits are embedded in a translation,
where h is shared between the sender and the receiver, and b is the integer represented by the
header bits. The lowest h bits of a translation hash bitstring are the header bits and the lowest
[h+1, h+b] bits carry the secret. For example, assume h = 2; a hash bitstring “...10111” has
header bits “11” to indicate 3 bits are embedded in this translation, and the three secret bits are
“101”. The problem of using a hash function is that the generation of a desired bitstring cannot
be guaranteed. Therefore, error correction codes must be used in this protocol when there is no
feasible hash code available, which increase the size of the transmission data.
Since Grothoff et al. (2005) and Stutsman et al. (2006) use multiple machine translation
systems to generate alternative translations, the selected stego sentences may not have uniform
style and therefore it is easy to detect the existence of the secret message (Meng et al., 2010;
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Chen et al., 2011). Instead of obtaining alternative translations from multiple translation
systems, Meng et al. (2011) use a statistical machine translation system to generate the n-best
translations for a given cover sentence. Since translations are from one system, each of them is
more similar to the rest than that derived from another translation system. Meng et al. (2011)
show that the existing steganalysis methods cannot distinguish ordinary translation text and
the stegotext generated by their stegosystem.

6.2

Using Word Ordering in Translation-based Embedding

The translation-based embedding algorithms described in the previous section take a cover
sentence as the input and choose one of the translations as the stego sentence. We can easily
replace the machine translation system(s) in these algorithms with a word ordering realisation
system: a cover sentence is used to provide a bag-of-words as input, and the generated
permutations can be seen as the “translations” of the cover sentence. One difference between
the proposed embedding method and the translation-based embedding methods is that the
former restricts the length of a permutation to be the same as the cover sentence so that the
receiver is able to recover the list of permutations; while the latter allows a permutation to
only include a subset of the input words and therefore provides more choices for a given cover
sentence. However, dropping words introduces the risk of deleting information in the cover
sentence and may lead to incoherence in the resulting text.

Conclusion
In this paper we have explored the applicability of using word ordering for linguistic steganography. We proposed a steganography method using word ordering as the linguistic transformation
and also showed that the word ordering technique can be applied to existing translation-based
embedding algorithms. As well as the embedding method, we also proposed a method for
determining the naturalness of sentence permutations by training a maximum entropy classifier.
The classifier was evaluated by human judgements and compared with a baseline method using
the Google n-gram corpus. The results show that the classifier achieves 93.3% precision with
15.6% recall on the test set, which is much better than the best precision of 34.8% achieved by
the Google n-gram method. In addition, the ultimate precision of 100% is reported from the
experiments when using a higher probability threshold. This means the proposed maximum
entropy classifier can provide a high security level for the linguistic steganography application.
For future work, it is worth tackling the problem of low embedding capacity in the existing
linguistic stegosystems compared with other steganography systems using images or audios as
the cover medium. For example, although the proposed classifier can achieve 100% precision
on the task of determining natural sentence permutations, the corresponding recall of 10%
means that many available permutations are ignored, which is a waste of information carriers.
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